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hanghai’s population is reported
to be in the region of twenty six
million, more than double that of

London, and the city continues to creep
outwards inexorably, attracting even
greater numbers. For the casual visitor
however, its vast size does somehow
seem to be manageable, just. The traffic
is very heavy of course, but it does
move, albeit slowly. The 15 intercon-
necting lines of the Shanghai Metro that
blanket the city like snakes and ladders,
move millions of passengers every day.
So much of China is on an enormous
scale, including of course the exhibition
centres. CIFF – the China International
Furniture Fair – is a show held in two
parts. At the end of March in Guangzhou
and this September, for the first time,
here in Shanghai at the new, vast
National Exhibition and Convention
Center which at 1.47m sq. m., is
claimed to be the largest single block
building and exhibition complex in the
world.
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A REVIEW OF CIFF OFFICE 
SHANGHAI 2015

Three of halls showed office furniture.
Almost all of the exhibitors were from
China, or one of her close Asian neigh-
bours. A notable exception was Herman
Miller whose large and impressive stand
was shared with their Hong Kong based
sister company, Posh. As Jeremy
Hocking, Herman Miller’s Head of Asia
explained, this was their first time at
CIFF and marked the launch of their
joint marketing activities with Posh. 

The other large US exhibitor was KI,
along with their newly appointed local
partner who will be distributing KI
ranges across China. Dick Resch,
President of KI, explained that the com-
pany had long sourced components in
China but this was their first foray into
local distribution.
European companies were few and far
between. Interstuhl’s partner had a
stand displaying the Silver chair and
other models, and Headway from
Nanjing showed some of their own
ranges alongside those from Faram from
Italy and Håg from Norway. 
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National Exhibition and Convention Center 
in Shanghai

Silver chair from Interstuhl

Victory conference area furniture

Okamura’s Sabrina chairs

Soft seating from Sunon

Most of the largest Chinese companies
were present although, as with Sunon,
their stands, although of a high quality,
were considerably smaller than they had
been six months earlier in Guangzhou.

As with many other of the large Chinese
companies, Victory not only had a VIP
area on their stand with restricted
access for special visitors, but also a
VVIP area where they showed some
early prototypes of new products 

Qumn, one of the larger companies in
the industry headquartered in
Guangzhou, had a large attractive stand
with some imaginative settings. The
Japanese giant Okamura also had a
large well-positioned stand and dis-
played a wide range of seating and
enclosures. They felt their products
were probably more relevant to the large
number of major international compa-
nies setting up in China than to most
local companies. 

There were plenty of bright colours on
show, none more so than from the aptly
named Blue Sky Maxco whose factory
in Hefei in Anhui Province is stated to
extend to 100,000 sq m.
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